Stage 2 Moderation Feedback
FAQs for Teachers
Stage 2 assessment is a collaborative
process where success is dependent on the
partnership between teachers, schools and
the SACE Board. All parties are working
towards the same objective – the best
possible outcomes for young people in
their learning.
To promote that success, the SACE Board offers
assistance to help you understand the moderation
outcomes in the subject(s) you teach. There is a range
of information and resources available to help you
understand not only the assessment and moderation
processes, but also your moderation feedback.
These frequently asked questions are designed to help
you find information and resources about moderation,
and to answer some of the most common queries
about moderation feedback.

What is involved in moderation?
Moderation involves:
•

looking for evidence in a sample to support
the results the teacher has provided

•

considering the students’ evidence of
learning and the match between students’
evidence of learning and the performance
standards in the subject outline

•

confirming or adjusting results when
supported by evidence of learning

•

providing feedback to schools about the
outcomes of moderation.

How do I know my moderation feedback
is reliable?
Moderators are trained by the SACE Board. The training
includes benchmarking to the performance standards.
One moderator reviews all the assessment groups for a
school in each subject.
If the moderator confirms that the samples reviewed
across the assessment group support the given grade
level, they move on to the next group.
If the moderator cannot find evidence in the samples
to support the given grade level, a recommendation to
adjust results is made, and samples either side of the
grade level in question are reviewed.
For every assessment group at every school, a SACE
Board moderation supervisor verifies the moderators’
recommendation to adjust results before any
adjustment to results is accepted.
There are measures in place to maximise the anonymity
of schools during moderation.
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What is the Stage 2 Moderation Feedback?
Stage 2 Moderation Feedback advises you of the
outcomes of Stage 2 moderation; showing that results
have either been confirmed or that results have been
adjusted at a certain grade level. This is provided to the
school at the time of the Stage 2 results release and
should be read in conjunction with the other information
(described below) aimed at helping you improve your
assessments.

Moderation feedback for paper based “white bag”
subjects can be accessed though Schools Online.
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School(s):

SACE School

Teacher(s):

Jane Citizen, John Smith

Assessment Group(s): 1

Summary of moderation outcomes:
Assessment Type 1: Practical
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Assessment Type 2: Folio
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 Results in the following grade levels have been decreased:
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Moderation feedback for online subjects can be
accessed through Schools Online.
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Administration:
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Student materials for the nominated
nominate sample were prepared in accordance with Subject Operational
Information.
f
Feedback about the preparation of student materials for moderation has been provided over the page.

*Feedback has been provided over the page.
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What should I read in conjunction with Stage 2
Moderation Feedback?
Reading the following reports in conjunction with
Stage 2 Moderation Feedback will provide you with a
better understanding of the feedback you have received
and will help guide your analysis of the information.
School Subject Assessment Report
The School Subject Assessment Report shows you
detailed assessment information for every student at
your school that completed a Stage 2 subject. It lists:
•

both the grade submitted by the school and the
moderated grade for each of the assessment types
in the school assessment

•

the final grade for the school assessment and
external assessment

•

the final subject grade.

Subject Assessment Advice
Subject Assessment Advice give an overview of student
performance in a given year in a particular subject.
They provide information and advice regarding the
assessment types, the application of the performance
standards, the overall quality of student performance,
and any relevant statistical information. They are
available on the SACE website subject pages
(www.sace.sa.edu.au).

Moderation has confirmed school assessment
results in one or more assessment types.
Do I need to take follow-up action?
Confirmation of school assessment results indicates
that your interpretation of the performance standards
is comparable with the state-wide interpretation of
the standards. Nevertheless, you can use the Subject
Assessment Advice to guide your assessment practice
in subsequent years. This will help you to maintain your
accurate interpretation of the performance standards.

School assessment results have been adjusted
through moderation. What does this mean?
In the School Subject Assessment Report, two columns
show you how the grade levels have been adjusted:
•

Sch Grade – shows the original grade levels
confirmed by the school before moderation

•

Mod Grade – shows the final grade levels confirmed
by the SACE Board after moderation.

School assessment grades are adjusted because the
original grades, represented in the school’s moderation
sample, are not comparable with those across the
state according to the performance standards. School
grades are adjusted to bring them into line with the
performance standards.

Stage 2 Moderation Feedback provides you with
feedback about two core areas: how the performance
standards were interpreted and applied, and task design
and adherence to subject outline specifications. You can
use this feedback, in conjunction with the other SACE
Board resources (as indicated before) to improve your
assessments.

I have received feedback on ‘interpretation and
application of the performance standards’. How
can I use this to improve my school assessment?
Resources are available on the SACE website, including
the subject pages (www.sace.sa.edu.au)
where you will find support materials including exemplar
student responses. The Subject Assessment Advice
can assist you to calibrate your interpretation and
application of particular assessment design criteria.

I have received feedback on ‘task design and/or
adherence to subject outline specifications’. How
can I use this to improve my school assessment?
Task design
Check the Subject Assessment Advice for information
about common task design issues. You can also
look on the subject pages of the SACE website
(www.sace.sa.edu.au) where you will find support
materials including exemplar assessment tasks and
student responses.
As a follow up, you can review assessment tasks
against the assessment design criteria identified in
the feedback. They can then be revised to ensure they
provide students the opportunity to demonstrate their
learning at the highest grade level.
Adherence to subject outline specifications
Stage 2 Moderation Feedback will indicate when the
moderation sample does not align with subject outline
specifications. When a sample does not align with the
specifications, only the student work that fits within the
specification is considered, and a grade adjustment may
be necessary.
For example, a school receives feedback indicating the
number of tasks included in the moderation sample
exceeds the number specified in the subject outline.
In a case like this, only the evidence presented within

Find out more
For more information about
moderation, contact:
SACE School Assessment Services
Phone: (08) 8115 4718
Email: jan.raymond@sa.gov.au
Web: www.sace.sa.edu.au

the number specified in the subject outline would have
been considered.
As a follow up, you should check your assessment
program annually and make sure it meets the
specifications set out in the current subject outline.

I want to know more. What other information is
available about moderation?
SACE Stage 2 Moderation Overview
This document explains the purpose and operating
principles of moderation, and describes in detail the
activities that take place before, during and after
moderation. It supports the following policies which
can also help develop a thorough understanding of
moderation:
•

SACE Assessment and Quality Assurance of
Board-accredited Subjects policy

•

SACE Assessment and Reporting Guidelines.

Procedures and Guidelines for Stage 2 Moderators –
Final Moderation (Central)
This document functions as the definitive guide for
moderators. It describes the roles and responsibilities
of all those involved in moderation, and provides
step-by-step procedures for moderation.
These documents are available on the SACE website
(www.sace.sa.edu.au) under Policies and Procedures.

